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REVIEWS

recorded history ." Similarly, at Port
Hope, Ont., home of Eldorado Nuclear
Ltd. where uranium is refined for use in
nuclear powe r plants, the nuclear
wastes spilled into the lake have ruined
a once-vital source of clean drinking
water and sports-fishing . Even Scarborough , Ont. , is revealed to be a "random
victim of the nuclear age" - a subdivision
whose residents have recently discovered that their homes are located on
radioactive soil contaminated by radium
wastes buried there years ago. The sight
of Dr. Bertell holding a ticking geiger
counter over the soil in a "normal"looking backyard is both eerie and upsetting. The fear in the residents' eyes as
they watch her speaks volumes.
As its title suggests, Speaking Our
Peace is a very verbal film ; the visuals
do not transcend the function of illustrating the narration or simply documentingthe speakers. While this style is
perhaps appropriate to the film's purpose, it does at times make for a preponderance of talking-heads. Nevertheless,
it is important what we learn of the
work of these dedicated women , and
Studio D plans a series of sr
' orter films
focusing on each of the wo en here.
Unfortunately, the weake t section of
Speaking Our Peace appears near its
end, with the introduction of Ottawa
mayor Marian Dewar, who urges women
to take up issues beyond partisan politics
and to work toward resolving polarized
issues through face-to-face communication. While the inclusion of Dewar is
intended to illustrate a different style
for using power within the political
system - a style which emphasizes real
talk and personal respect between
adversaries - this section seems somehow misplaced. Following as it does
upon the horrific, faceless and unceasing
workings of global militarism, Dewar's
message appears simplistic.
Moreover, by ending the film with a
figure whose political role (no matter
what her individual style ) is solidly
within the political mainstream, the
filmmakers go against the grain of their
own argument, which (unless I have
misunderstood), is, in part, voiced early
on by one of the women at Greenham
Common - Helen Johns. In describing
the women who initiated the nowlegendary and on-going demonstration ,
Johns says: "They were deeply concerned women who couldn't any longer
expect politicians or leade rs of groups
to do things for them, and they decided
to do something for themselve s ."
By examining the insanity of m ilitarism,
by documentin g th e insights and vision
of several women wh o dare to speak
their peace, and by revealin g the terrible
ex te nt to which Wo rld Wa r Three is
already claiming its victim s, Speaking
Our Peac e inspires a ction . And p ro vid es
an effective argument against th e notion
th a t the c urre nt nucl ea r arms b u ild-up
is somehow for o ur "pl' otection ."
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Paul Donovan )s

Def-Con 4
Here 's some thing nice for a change: a
Canadian exploitation movie that isn 't
de ad on its feet. Def-Con 4 is an ultralow-budget, action flick that moves right
along and even displays flashes of intelligence now and then . It isn 't way up
there with, say, Night ofthe Living Dead,
or even on a par with early Cronen berg.
It's got problems all over the place and
its strengths aren 't really as strong as
they should be, but, if you've got a taste
for schlock in the first place , Def-Con 4
is good enough to make the problems
worth putting up with.
Its greatest strength is its storyline .
Basically, it's the science-fiction standard
about the post-nuclear-holocaust good
guys trying to get to safety and running
afoul of the newly-created slave state,
which makes it fairly predictable and, if
you know science fiction, fairly trite . But
Def-Con 4 doesn't arrive at its slave state
until it's almost hit.lf over and it uses its
build-up time well, creating a set of
dramatic crises that are enjoyable in
themselves and that develop character
and reverse our expectations to give
weight to what comes later.
We start with three astronauts going
quietly mad in an armed satellite. Captain Walker (John Walsch) is the herotype - cool, calm and conventionally
handsome, yet he's the one who doesn't
want to push the button when World
War III starts. Jordan (Kate Lynch)
should be the love interest, but she's
written and played (excellently on both
counts) with a sardonic comic edge that,
early on, makes it clear that she's not
going to melt into anybody's arms. The
astronauts should be our group hero,
but when the ship semi-crashes two
months after the bombs have stopped
falling, Jordan goes into a coma and
Walker gets killed right away. This leaves
Howe (Tim Choate), the twitchy techie,
to fulfill the role of hero and he's no Mad
Max . Faced with the realities of cannibalism and capture by Vinny (Maury
Chaykin ), a barbarous lout who keeps a
pr ivate-school girl locked in his basement, h e persists in attempts at civilized
behavoir.
When Howe , Vinny and J .J. (Lenore
Zann i, th e girl in the base ment, set off
for the space caps ul e, they get captured
by th e mi n ion s of J.J .'s ex-boyfriend ,
Gid eon (Kevin King ), preppy psychotic
and le ader of th e slave -state . It's here
th a t the story turns predictable, but
wri te r-dire ctor Paul Donovan ke ep s on
try ing for surprises large and small . The
public hanging w ith Gideon offe ring to
le t on e of his victims go free if h e' ll pull
th e cord on the others is no cliched
situation , nor is Howe' s response: he
agrees to do it to save his skin , not
because he se e s it as a way to free the
others . A fairl y standard manhandle th e -fe male -prisoner s shot turns comic
when Vinny, bound, stares hungrily at
Jordan 's breast and the camera holds on
h er barely-perceptible amazed and disgusted reaction , typical of the quirky
humor that runs through the picture.
The revolt of the slaves, almost guaranteed to succeed in the world of the B
movie, fails utterly. The final showdown: villain with his knife at the
heroine's throat telling hero he hasn't

the guts to do anything about it, turns
out, for the only time in living memory,
exactly as the villain predicts. The surprises run all through the movie and
they're its second big strength.
The third is enthusiasm . Though DefCan 4 looks like it was made for next to
nothing, that only re ally works against it
a couple of times : in the shots of the toofake severed hand and the foil-lined,
red-lit tunnel meant to be part of the
capsule in:erior. For the r est, Donovan,
or somebody, came up with an effective
way to show World War III using only
simple computer graphics and TV
screens going from picture to snow and
the art department did good jobs on
Vinny's armored house and home-made
tank and on Gideon's shantytown. Makeup and costume departments likewise
did convincing work and the actors are,
for the most part, well-cast (especially
Jeff Pustil as the no . 2 thug) and uniformly enthusiastic .
But I said the film has problems and it
has . Some of them are endemic to the
low-budget movie, like the woodenness of John Walsch and the highschool amateurism of Kevin King, who
is so much the posturing little boy you
can't imagine how he ever got to be
leader, or the miscasting of Lenore Zann
who is simply too old for the role. But
most of them seem to stem from flaws
in both writing and directing. There
is a lack of coverage in some sequences, leaving them a bit too flat to
work. Some scenes, notably the mob
panting for the public hanging, go on too
long and reveal that the crowd isn't
really as worked up as it's supposed to
be. More to the paint, some of Donovan's
ideas misfire. Venal Vinny steps completely out of character in refusing to
save himself by hanging the others and
later joins the good guys. We are shown
a book he's writinl'( and it's meant to
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show he has some sort of soul, but it's far
too little and far too late. Similarly, we're
never shown what changesHowe into a
fighter, though we are given a good
scene of his first act of personal violence,
showing how very hard for him it is to
kill.
Occasionally, there's a scene which
just doesn't work at all. Jordan's surreptitious attempt to give Gideon a
lethal injection might have worked in a
movie where she was the trusted physician, but here , with mutual distrust
their only emotion, his trap has no point
and makes ' him look as stupid as she
does for falling for it. At the end, Donovan's handling of the final confrontation
cheats us of the pleasure of a splashy
end for the villain (being vaporized in an
A-blast is not, in villain terms, a particularly splashy end) and denies the
hero his final trial and triumph so that,
in retrospect, the movie seems to lack a
strong center.
Despite the flaws, Def-Con 4 still
manages to be more interesting and original than anything recently churned
out by our usual crew of schlockmeisters
and, if Donovan keeps this up-Def-Con
is his third feature - then Ws very likely
he can create, with co-producers B.A.
Gillian and Maura O'Connell, something
well worth watching next time.
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Surviving nu in Def-Con 4, good Canadian schlock

